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We present a new time domain technique for studying molecular orientational relaxation in viscous
liquids. A molecular velocity gradient~acoustic disturbance! associated with a density change
induced by weak absorption of a 1.06mm excitation pulse, causes molecular alignment through
translational–rotational coupling. Using an optical heterodyne detection method, molecular
orientational relaxation is monitored. An eightfold experimental cycle, analogous to phase cycles in
NMR, is used to separate the DIHARD signal~density induced heterodyne amplified rotational
dynamics! from optical Kerr effect~OKE! contributions and thermal lensing effects. Calculations
combining the Navier–Stokes equation with translational–rotational coupling are presented that
describe the nature of the method. The method is analyzed theoretically and demonstrated with
experiments on supercooled salol~phenyl salicylate!. DIHARD experiments on salol combined with
heterodyne detected OKE experiments are used to examine long time scale orientational relaxation
over a wide range of times and temperatures. While OKE experiments measure the time derivative
of an orientational correlation function, it is shown that DIHARD directly measures the time
dependence of an orientational correlation function. The experimental results are compared to those
previously reported in the literature, which were obtained with other methods. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51929-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a new method for the time domain me
surement of orientational relaxation of molecules in visco
liquids is demonstrated experimentally and theoretically a
applied to the study of the supercooled liquid salol~phenyl
salicylate!. The method, called density induced heterody
amplified rotational dynamics~DIHARD! can induce an ori-
entational anisotropy using a short pulse of light even wh
the time scale for orientational relaxation is very long.1 The
induced anisotropy is heterodyne detected as in a hetero
detected optical Kerr effect experiment~HD-OKE!. In con-
trast to an OKE experiment, the DIHARD experiment cr
ates an orientational anisotropy mechanically, on a time s
that is unrelated to the time scale for orientational relaxati
While OKE experiments measure the time derivative of
orientational correlation function,2 it is shown that DIHARD
measures the time dependence of an orientational correla
function directly.

The OKE mechanism for inducing an anisotropy diffe
depending on whether the excitation pulse is short~large
bandwidth! or long ~small bandwidth!.3 For a short pulse,
;100 fs, stimulated Raman scattering excites an anisotr
orientational distribution of librations that add to the isotr
pic thermally excited librations. The librations damp a
leave an ensemble average molecular orientation that i
longer isotropic. The residual anisotropy following libr
tional damping decays by orientational relaxation, but th
is little amplitude in very slow components. If the pulse
long, ;100 ps, the bandwidth is too narrow to excite libr
a!Electronic mail: fayer@fayerlab.stanford.edu
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tions by stimulated Raman scattering. An anisotropy dev
ops because theE field skews the thermal orientational fluc
tuations of molecules in a liquid. Little amplitude develo
in relaxation components that are much longer than the p
duration.

In contrast to OKE experiments, DIHARD does not d
pend on stimulated Raman scattering or the intrinsic ther
motions of the sample to produce orientational anisotro
Therefore, it is able to generate substantial amplitude
slowly decaying components of orientational relaxation. It
possible to study slow relaxation using the same short e
tation pulses and almost the same HD-OKE experime
setups that are used to study fast orientational relaxation

In a DIHARD experiment, a very small fraction of
short excitation pulse is absorbed by the sample, creatin
small local temperature increase. The sudden hea
launches an acoustic disturbance, which propagates rad
outward from the heated spot at the velocity of sound. O
the acoustic disturbance has left the excitation spot, a sm
decrease in density remains. The spot of decreased de
lasts for a time determined by the liquid’s thermal condu
tivity and the spot size. This density change is well known
the context of thermal lensing experiments4 and has been
used to measure extremely weak absorptions.5

The density decrease results from a net outward flow
molecules from the heated region. The flow is accompan
by a spatial velocity gradient. A velocity gradient produc
molecular orientational alignment of asymmetric
molecules.6 This is, in essence, translational–rotational co

pling. The resulting orientational anisotropy generates a bi-
refringence, which can be heterodyne detected using a probe

0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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beam in the same manner as heterodyne detection of o
tational anisotropy induced by the OKE.7 Creating an optical
birefringence through a strain, such as the velocity gradi
has been observed in numerous other contexts, e.g., in fl
of viscoelastic fluids,8 in polymers,7 in liquid crystals,9 in
glasses,10 and in crystals.11 While ultrasonic acoustic experi
ments have been used to obtain orientational relaxa
parameters,12 DIHARD is the first technique that uses th
liquid state translational–rotational coupling effect to obta
direct time domain measurements, and the measurement
be made using heterodyne detection.

In the DIHARD experiment, the nature of the observ
signal depends on the location of the probe beam relativ
the excitation spot. If the probe is placed precisely in
center of the excitation spot, no signal is observed beca
the molecular alignment is radially symmetric~no orienta-
tional anisotropy!. If the small probe spot is located withi
the excitation spot, but off center, the signal grows as
acoustic disturbances propagate out of the excitation
leaving behind the nonpropagating density change. The
nal then decays with the orientational relaxation dynamics
the sample. If the probe beam is placed well outside of
excitation spot, the signal grows and then dissipates as
acoustic disturbances pass through the probe spot. Ou
the excitation spot, there is no long-lived orientational a
isotropy because there is no long-lived density change.
long-lived orientational anisotropy that exists within the e
citation spot makes DIHARD distinct from acoustic me
surements.

With the probe located within the excitation spot but o
center, a substantial long-lived DIHARD signal will be o
served if the orientational relaxation time is slow compa
to the time scale for the acoustic disturbance to propagate
of the excitation spot. This time scale is also the intrin
response time of the technique since the signal builds up
this time scale. By making the excitation spot size small~20
mm!, the time scale can be 10 ns. Thus, DIHARD is use
for studying relatively slow orientational relaxation. Tra
sient grating OKE~TG-OKE! and HD-OKE experiments
work well on femtosecond, picosecond, and nanosecond
scales.13 Like OKE experiments, DIHARD is detecte
through contributions to the macroscopic anisotropic po
izability induced in the sample by the molecular alignme
process. DIHARD is sensitive to contributions from bo
single particle and multiparticle polarizabilities.

Orientational relaxation of molecules has been stud
extensively to obtain an understanding of dynamics in
uids. Many methods have been used, including NMR,14 light
scattering,15 fluorescence depolarization,15 dielectric
spectroscopy,16 and optical Kerr effect~OKE! experiments.17

In supercooled liquids, the time scale on which rotatio
dynamics takes place can vary over many decades, even
single temperature.18 Only a few experimental technique
such as dielectric spectroscopy19 or dynamical light
scattering,20 exist which are, in principle, capable of cove
ing the necessary time or frequency regimes. On very
time scales, the OKE experiment is particularly useful. Us

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
polarization selectivity in a transient grating OKE experi-
ment, it is possible to eliminate the contribution of electronic
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polarization, which dominates the short time~the time scale
of the pulse duration! signal.21 The HD-OKE can provide
very good signal-to-noise ratios at the polarization lev
making it possible to directly measure the response funct
However, as discussed above, OKE experiments have
ous drawbacks for the examination of very slow response
viscous liquids.

DIHARD combines smoothly with HD-OKE experi
ments, the latter being used at short times and the for
being used at long times. After presenting the details of
DIHARD method, HD-OKE and DIHARD experiments ar
combined to examine orientational relaxation of salol fro
290 to 240 K. The measurements cover a wide range
times, and they are compared to previous measurement
ing other techniques.

II. THEORY

The theoretical description of the DIHARD effect ca
roughly be divided into two parts. We first summarize t
basic equations which describe the interactions between
laser radiation field and the hydrodynamic modes of an i
tropic liquid.22–25The second part deals with the coupling
the relevant hydrodynamic modes to the molecular orien
tion.

Assuming a uniform densityr0 and temperatureT0 , the
continuity and Navier—Stokes equation

S 2
]2

]t2 1
Cvv2

Cp
¹21

h

r0

]

]t
¹2D r11

Cvv2br0

Cp
¹2T1

5
ge

2nc
¹2I ~1!

and the energy transport equation

S r0Cv

]

]t
2l¹2DT12

~Cp2Cv!

b

]r1

]t
5aI ~2!

are sufficient to calculate the perturbations in density,r1 ,
and temperature,T1 , caused by picosecond pulsed laser e
citation. Cp and Cv are the constant pressure and const
volume heat capacities;v is the acoustic velocity;h is the
viscosity;b is the coefficient of thermal expansion;l is the
thermal conductivity;c is the vacuum velocity of light;n is
the refractive index;ge is the electrostrictive coupling con
stant; anda is the optical absorption constant. For a Gau
ian excitation beam profileI 5I 0 exp(22r2/rb

2) with a beam
diameter~twice the standard deviation of the intensity! r b

and negligible attenuation of the excitation laser light by t
sample, Bruecket al.23 and Heritier24 have solved the above
equations for short laser pulse durationDt!r b /v. They ob-
tain the time-dependent density change

r1~ t !52
eab

pCp
A1

ge

2ncv2 S Cp

Cv
21D ]

]t
A

1
eab

pCp
S 1

~2p!1/2r bv
D ]

]t
B2

ge

2ncv2

]2

]t2 B ~3a!
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A5
exp@2r 2 /@~r b

2/2!1~4lt/r0Cp!##

~r b
2/2!1~4lt/r0Cp!

, ~3b!

B5E
r

` H expF22S s2vt

r b
D G2expF22S s1vt

r b
D G J

3~s22r 2!21/2ds, ~3c!

wheret is the time measured from the end of the laser pu
and e is the integrated pulse energy. The first two terms
Eq. ~3a! describe the excitation of the diffusive mode wh
terms 3 and 4 describe the acoustic modes.

In Fig. 1, the density change,r1 , produced by weak
absorption of a short laser pulse is plotted using parame
which are typical for liquids like salol (v52000 ms21, Cp

51465 J kg21 K21, l51.27 W m21 K21, r05838 kg
m23, r b51024 m). Sincege50 is assumed,e, a, andb can
be set arbitrary, andCv , n, andc are no longer necessary
Contributions from electrostriction have been neglected
cause experiments have shown that it is a much weake
fect than heating, even when the heating is produced by
sorption of 1.06mm by vibrational overtones.26,27 At very
short times after the laser pulse (t51 ns), there is virtually
no density change. The molecules have net velocity outw
but there is insufficient time for macroscopic displaceme
By 100 ns, the acoustic disturbance can be seen to be lea
the initially heated spot, 100mm in diameter in the calcula
tions, leaving behind the density change. At 400 ns,
acoustic disturbance is well outside of the heated spot,
the density change remains. The lifetime of the remain
density change is determined by thermal diffusion. At 9
ns, the acoustic disturbance has continued to propagate
cause the time scale for thermal diffusion is very long,

FIG. 1. Calculated density changes following weak absorption of light i
100 mm spot as a function of distance at four different times. At very sh
times (t51 ns) after the excitation pulse the density is essentially unifo
At longer times, an acoustic wave packet travels outward from the he
spot, leaving behind a region of reduced density. The calculations w
performed using the parameter for a typical organic liquid~see the text!.

2712 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
density decrease in the initial spot is still virtually at its
maximum value at 900 ns.
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The equations used to perform the calculations in Fig
were solved previously in the context of photoacoustic a
photorefractive ~thermal lensing! effects.23,25 As will be
shown below, while the local density change is respons
for thermal lensing,13,28 it is also the basis of DIHARD be-
cause translation–rotational coupling produces molec
alignments.

The symmetry of the DIHARD problem allows it to b
reduced to one dimension. For weak absorption, the pu
laser beam passes through the sample with negligible att
ation. Heating and density changes are identical in all pla
perpendicular to the pump beam propagation direction.
cause the sample cell is thick~1 cm!, boundary effects on the
inner surfaces of the cell are neglected. Surface bound
effects should only be important when the sample thickn
approaches the laser spot size. A flow gradient produces
molecular alignment. The intensity distribution of the pum
laser beam, which is in the TEM00 mode, is a radially sym-
metric Gaussian. Therefore, the thermally induced den
change and the net flows of molecules are radial symme
as well. The flow gradient can be expressed in terms of
velocity gradient, which is connected to the density chan
via the linearized continuity equation29

]r

]t
1div w50, ~4a!

which in our case can be reduced to

]r~r !

]t
52

]wr

]r
, ~4b!

wherew is the flow velocity andr is the distance from the
center of the pump beam.

Molecular alignment caused by flow, stress, or strain
well known in the context of polymer processing,7,30where it
can lead to unwanted optical properties of the materi
Flow birefringence, in which viscous liquids,31 particles in a
liquid,32,33 or liquid crystals34 are subjected to a shearin
force causing birefringence has received a great dea
study. Depolarized light scattering experiments of ani
tropic fluids have been interpreted in a similar manner us
flow–rotational coupling.6,35–38

To describe the nature of the DIHARD experiment,
empirical equation for the translational–rotational coupli
is sufficient. Assuming a velocity gradient in one directio
the coupling to the molecular orientation can be describ
by6,31

]Sik

]t
52

1

t
Sik1C

]wr

]r
, ~5!

whereSik denotes an anisotropy tensor (i , k51,2,3) defining
the average degree of orientation of the molecules in
liquid.39 The coupling strength between the acoustic mo
and reorientation is expressed byC. Once the forces causin
the orientation cease, the anisotropy does not vanish im
diately but decays away with a relaxation timet. Equation
~5! describes the orientational relaxation in terms of a sin
relaxation time,t, i.e., an exponential decay ofSik . This is

a
t
.
ed
re

Hinze, Francis, and Fayer
sufficient for the development to illustrate the nature of the
effect. In real liquids, a more complicated form of the orien-
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tational relaxation will generally be required.18 Due to the
radial symmetry of the flow outward from the heated sp
the anisotropy averaged over the entire sample will be z
However, in the experiment the probe is small and displa
from the pump spot. Therefore, a significant birefringence
detectable.

Using the same parameters as were used in the calc
tions presented in Fig. 1, we have calculated the indu
anisotropy by solving Eq.~5! numerically with t55
31027 s. In Fig. 2, the resulting birefringence,Dn}Sik , is
plotted for two different probing positions. The probe bea
is much smaller than the pump beam, which has a diam
of 100mm. In the first case the probe beam is far outside
pumped spot (r 51500mm). The acoustic disturbance, tra
eling outward from the pump spot, causes molecular ali
ment, which vanishes after the wave has passed the p
position. This phenomenon is due to the rarefaction pu
which follows the compression pulse in a two-dimensio
wave.24 The time required for the signal to appear is det
mined by the velocity of sound and the distance of the pr
from the pumped spot. In the second case, the probe sp
displaced from the center of the pump spot by 5mm (r
55 mm), but the probe spot is still within the pump spo
Molecular alignment, and therefore,Dn, is created as the
acoustic disturbance leaves the pumped spot. However
cause a density change remains in the pumped spot for a
determined by the rate of thermal diffusion, the molecu
alignment persists for a time determined by the orientatio
relaxation time,t. In the r 55mm curve in Fig. 2, there is a
short time transient of;100 ns produced by the acoust
disturbance leaving the initially heated spot. Following th
the curve decays exponentially with the decay timet55
31027 s.

If the probe is exactly centered on the pump spot, th

FIG. 2. Calculated induced birefringence~molecular alignment! using the
same parameter as for Fig. 1. The molecular orientational relaxation tim
t5531027 s. In the upper trace, the probe is located well outside the pu
spot atr 51500 mm. The passing acoustic wave lead to a temporary b
fringence, which vanishes once the wave has passed by the probe spo
lower trace is a calculation with the probe within the pump spot but sligh
(r 55mm) off center. The thermally induced density gradient support
long-lived molecular alignment, which decays with the molecular orien
tional relaxation time,t.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
is no birefringence,Dn, because the molecular alignment is
radially symmetric with respect to the probe. Figure 3 dis
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plays calculations of the signal intensity as a function of
probe position relative to the pump, which is centered a
for two probe spot sizes. The calculations are performed
a time long compared to the time required for the acou
disturbance to leave the pump spot. The Gaussian pump
is 100mm in diameter, and the Gaussian probe spots are
mm ~curve 1! and 50mm ~curve 2! in diameter. The maxi-
mum signal intensity has been normalized. As can be see
the calculation, when the probe is centered on the pu
there is no signal. A particular displacement from the pu
spot center gives the maximum signal, and the location of
maximum depends on the relative pump–probe spot size

The DIHARD experiment can be used to study orien
tional relaxation on time scales long compared to the ti
required for the acoustic disturbance to leave the initia
pumped spot if the probe is placed off-center but within t
pump spot. DIHARD’s usefulness occurs because the al
ment is mechanical. The induced birefringence does not
pend on thermal motions to align molecules with an elec
field, as in the OKE. Thus, it is possible to obtain significa
amplitude in slowly decaying modes even with an optic
pulse that is very short compared to the time scales of s
relaxation. The excitation process that is responsible for
HARD can also produce an OKE signal and a thermal le
ing signal. As will be shown below, experimental metho
have been developed to eliminate these other effects from
data to yield a clean DIHARD decay.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The setup of the DIHARD experiment is illustrated sch
matically in Fig. 4. A 100 ps duration 1.06mm excitation
pulse is produced by a mode-lockedQ-switched cavity
dumped Nd:YAG laser, which can deliver energies in exc
of 1 mJ/pulse at repetition rates of 1 kHz or lower.40 The
excitation pulse is attenuated to produce;50 mJ at the
sample and has a 300mm spot size. Higher intensities cause
a variety of deleterious effects. The excitation pulses p
through a mechanical chopper that chops the pump bea

is
p
-
The
y
a
-

FIG. 3. The DIHARD signal intensity is calculated as a function of t
probe position relative to the pump~100mm in diameter!, which is centered
at 0 for two probe spot sizes—25mm ~curve 1! and 50mm ~curve 2!. The
calculations are performed for a time that is long compared to the t
required for the acoustic disturbance to leave the pump spot. The maxim
signal intensity is normalized. When the probe is centered on the pu
there is no signal. A particular displacement from the pump spot ce
gives the maximum signal, and the location of the maximum depends on
relative pump–probe spot sizes.

2713Translational–rotational coupling in supercooled liquids
-
half the laser repetition rate. It then passes though a half
wave plate and a polarizer set at 45°. The half wave plate,
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on
labeled~a! in Fig. 4, is used to attenuate the beam. The h
wave plate, labeled~b! is on a motorized, computer con
trolled rotation stage, which permits the polarization of t
IR pulses to be rotated 90°, from145° to 245°. As dis-
cussed further below, this feature is essential for the exp
ments. By changing the polarization of the pump beam i
possible to separate the OKE and DIHARD signals.

In the OKE experiment, the strong field associated w
the pump pulse induces an orientational anisotropy in
sample which depends on the polarization of the pump pu
DIHARD is produced by a thermal effect caused by abso
tion of the pump pulse. Since the absorption is by random
oriented molecules, the generation of the DIHARD signa
independent of the polarization of the pump beam. Both
HARD and OKE produce birefringence in the sample. T
birefringence is observed using heterodyne detection.
cause of the heterodyne detection, rotating the polariza
90° of the pump pulse changes the sign of the HD-O
signal while the thermally induced DIHARD signal is una
fected. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of rotating the polari
tion 90°. The data were taken on the pure liquid salol~phenyl
salicylate! In Fig. 5~a!, the sharp peak att>0 is produced by
the HD-OKE, while the second, broader peak, is t

FIG. 4. Experimental setup for performing DIHARD and HD-OKE expe
ments and separating the various contributions to the signal~see the text!. P:
polarizer, L: lens, F: filter, M: mirror, PMT: photomultiplier tube,l/2, l/4:
wave plates.

FIG. 5. Heterodyne detected birefringence in salol at 253.3 K after a 10
IR pump pulse.~a! The sharp peak att>0 is produced by the HD-OKE,
while the second, broader peak, is the DIHARD signal. The DIHARD sig
displays the long decay, which is the orientational relaxation. The HD-O
signal is dominated by the electronic polarization and shows very little l

2714 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
decay components.~b! Changing the polarization of the pump beam by 90°
has inverted the HD-OKE signal but left the DIHARD signal unchanged.
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DIHARD signal. As shown in Fig. 5~b!, changing the polar-
ization of the pump beam by 90° has inverted the HD-OK
signal but left the DIHARD signal unchanged. By taking tw
data sets with the polarizations differing by 90° and add
them, the HD-OKE can be eliminated. If the data sets
subtracted, DIHARD is eliminated.

A cw laser diode with 10 mW of power at 635 nm
used as the probe laser beam in the heterodyne dete
method. The heterodyne technique requires a local oscill
which is generated by a quarter wave plate~l/4 in Fig. 4!.
The wave plate is rotated a small amount,u, to produce a
slightly elliptically polarized beam. The short axis comp
nent of the ellipse is the local oscillator. Thel/4 plate is
mounted on a computer-controlled rotation state. Rotat
thel/4 plate fromu to 2u produces a phase shift of 180° i
the local oscillator field. With heterodyne detection, the lo
oscillator,L, is large compared to the signalS. The measured
intensity isI 5L212LS1S2. The 180° phase shift, change
the sign ofL, and inverts the sign of the DIHARD. Any
thermal lensing contributions to the measurement, as we
possibleS2 contributions, are unaffected by the phase sh
Therefore, by taking data sets with thel/4 plate at6u, and
adding them, these unwanted contributions are eliminate

The pump and the probe beam are crossed in the sam
at an angle of roughly 3°. To control the overlap and the s
sizes of both beams, a charge-coupled device~CCD! is
placed at the position of the sample. With the CCD, an
curate placement of the beams is possible, which is imp
tant as discussed above.

A fast photomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu R 5600-01! is
used for detection. The phototube output is preamplified
ing a Stanford Research Systems SR 240 amplifier and
digitized by a fast EG&G transient digitizer~9846!, which
provides 2 ns time resolution. To reduce electrical no
pickup from the laser, the phototube is placed;20 ft from
the experiment, and the signal beam is passed through
optical fiber to bring it to the phototube. A mechanical cho
per is used to block every other IR pulse to further redu
electrical noise that is correlated with the pump pulse.

Altogether, the chopper, thel/2 plate, which rotates the
pump polarization from145° to 245°, and thel/4 plate,
which shifts the local oscillator phase by 180°, permit
eightfold cycle to be implemented. Table I describes
various combinations obtained in the cycle. Columns 2
define the state of each of the three devices that affect
signal. Under chopper, 1 and 0, mean the pump beam
passed and blocked, respectively. UnderFpump, the plus~1!
and minus~2! mean the pump polarizations are145° to
245°, respectively. UnderFprobe, 1 and2 mean the probe
phase is 0 and 180°, respectively. Columns 5–7 show
signs of the different contributions OKE, DIHARD, an
thermal lensing, respectively. Zero means no signal. Ro
includes other electrical signals~noise!, possible baseline ze
roing errors, etc. The data acquisition procedures enable
of the combinations in Table I to be acquired. To avoid pro
lems of long term drifts, the various combinations were

ps

l
E
g

Hinze, Francis, and Fayer
terspersed, with the wave plate settings being change on the
order of every minute. The data were accumulated over pe-
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Downloaded 14 J
TABLE I. Eight fold polarization cycle. Columns 2–4 are the input ’’polarizations’’ while rows 5–7 show
signs of the different contributions OKE, DIHARD, and thermal lensing, respectively. Row 8 includes all s
contributions, which are not due to the pump pulse, e.g., constant baseline shifts, etc.

No. Chopper Fpump Fprobe OKE DIHARD Thermal lens Other

P1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1

P2 0 1 1 0 0 0 -
P3 1 - 1 - - 1 1

P4 0 - 1 0 0 0 -
P5 1 1 - - 1 1 1

P6 0 1 - 0 0 0 -
P7 1 - - 1 1 1 1
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riods of many minutes to many hours, depending on
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement.

The different contributions permit the DIHARD signa
(SD) and the HD-OKE signal (SO) to be independently ob
tained by properly adding and subtracting the cycle ste
Pi . Although it was not used in these experiments, the th
mal lensing effect~TL! can also be obtained,

SD52P11P22P31P41P52P61P72P8 , ~6!

SO5P12P22P31P42P51P61P72P8 , ~7!

TL5P12P21P32P41P52P61P72P8 . ~8!

In the temperature-dependent data presented be
DIHARD was used at low temperatures and for the long ti
component of the signal at high temperature. At the high
temperatures studied, the decays were fast and strong en
to use HD-OKE experiments. In all cases, the same exc
tion source was used. HD-OKE data taken for times.10 ns,
were recorded as described above using the cycle sequ
in Eq. ~7!. For times of 100 ps to 12 ns, the HD detect
probe is a picked off piece of the excitation beam, doubled
532 nm, and run down a computer-controlled delay line w
12 ns of delay.

The salol sample was obtained from Aldrich. Th
sample was purified by vacuum distillation into a 1 cmglass
cell. Temperature stability of60.1 K was maintained using
closed cycle helium refrigerator from Janis Technology.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 1 and 2, calculations were presented that sh
the acoustic packet moving outward from the initia
pumped spot. While Fig. 1 shows the density change, Fi
is a calculation of the induced birefringence. As discusse
Sec. III, the heterodyne detected signal can be recorded
manner that is exclusively sensitive to the birefringence,
the molecular orientational anisotropy. Figure 6 displa
time-dependent anisotropy data taken on salol at 257.
with the probe beam at two locations well outside the i
tially pumped spot. The relative locations of the pump a
probe beams were determined with a CCD camera. Bec
the signal is heterodyne detected, either sign of the signal
be chosen. Here, the leading part of the acoustic disturba
~detected at short time! is positive. The calculations in Fig.
solute sign has the leading part negative. T
of the signal is plotted versus the relativ
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location of the pump and probe beams for three location
the inset. The slope of the line yields the velocity of soun
The velocity of sound was found to be 1880 m/s, which is
exact agreement with literature data.41

In Sec. III the eightfold cycle that can be used to sep
rate different components of the signal was described. Eq
tions ~6!–~8! give the combination of cycle steps that perm
each type of signal to be observed. Figure 7 demonstrate
extraction of each type of signal from measurements on
percooled salol at 250.4 K. The raw data are displayed in
upper part of Fig. 7 and the HD-OKE DIHARD, and therm
lensing signals are displayed at the bottom. In these exp
ments, the probe is located within the pump spot. At t
temperature, the HD-OKE signal is still observable but s
nificantly smaller than the DIHARD signal. At lower tem
peratures, the long time HD-OKE signal is undetectable
contrast to the DIHARD signal, which remains strong.

The experiments were conducted on salol since it i
fragile glass forming liquids which is studied extensively
the literature.18 Performing DIHARD experiments on salo
makes it possible to compare the DIHARD data to that tak
with different experimental techniques, and additional info

FIG. 6. DIHARD signal in supercooled salol~257.2 K! detected at two
locations well outside the initially pumped spot. The relative locations of
pump and probe beams were determined with a CCD camera. The s
reflects the birefringence produced as the acoustic wave packet p
through the probed region. In the inset the time of the peak of the sign
plotted vs the relative location of the pump and probe beams for th

he
e
locations. The slope of the line yields the velocity of soundv51880 m/s,
which is in exact agreement with literature data~Ref. 41!.
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mation on details of molecular reorientation might
obtained.42 Because it is highly polarizable, salol is an exc
lent candidate for application of optical methods like d
namical light scattering43 or OKE experiments.44 The detec-
tion of the DIHARD signal is identical to that of the HD
OKE signal, and, therefore, requires anisotropic molecu
polarizability. Also, salol has a somewhat stronger abso
tion and an increased DIHARD signal compared to ot
glass formers likeo-terphenyl or toluene, possibly because
the contribution of overtone absorption by the OH stretch
1.06mm.

Relaxation data on salol were taken in the tempera
range 240.7–290.1 K, which is above the calorimetric gl
transition temperature,Tg5218 K.44 Since in this regime the
structural relaxation times vary over almost 5 decades, O
and DIHARD data were combined. For the OKE data,
delay line was used fort,12 ns, while at longer times th
OKE signal was extracted from the cw probe signal. Fot
>300 ns, the DIHARD signal was obtained from the sa
cw probe data sets, as discussed in conjunction with Fig

Particular care has to be taken in the evaluation of
data. Since the IR pump pulses were always short comp
to the time scales of molecular reorientation, the HD-OK
experiment measures the impulse response function

S~ t !}
]

]t
Cee~ t !, ~9!

where Cee(t) is the dielectric constant time correlatio
function.2 In the OKE, the molecular alignment is achieve
by an optical field which is short compared to the time sc
of the dynamics being probed. The degree of alignment
pends on the time scale of the molecular dynamics. The
plied electric field skews the normal thermal orientation m
tions causing an orientational anisotropy to develop. Beca

FIG. 7. Data from supercooled salol at 250.4 K using the eightfold cy
described in the text. By combining various parts of the cycle it is poss
to cleanly extract each contribution to the signal@see Eqs.~6!–~8! and Table
I#. The raw dataP1-P2 , P3-P4, P5-P6, P7-P8 as well as the extracted
OKE, DIHARD and thermal lensing signals are plotted. Note the very l
amplitude of the long-lived component of the HD-OKE data relative to
DIHARD data.

2716 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
salol and other molecules studied with the OKE have aniso
tropic polarizabilities, orientational relaxation is directly re-
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lated toCee(t). To illustrate the difference between the o
servables in the HD-OKE and DIHARD experiment
consider orientational relaxation that gives rise to a biex
nential forCee(t), i.e.,

Cee~ t !5a1e2k1t1a2e2k2t, ~10!

wherek1.k2 , anda1 and a2 are amplitude factors. From
Eq. ~9!, the HD-OKE signal is

S~ t !5a1k1e2k1t1a2k2e2k2t. ~11!

In the HD-OKE signal, the amplitude of each term is mul
plied by the decay constantki . Since intrinsic thermal mo-
tions are required to build up the anisotropy, the orientatio
component with faster dynamics undergoes more motion
is skewed by the appliedEW field. Therefore, for a short ex
citation pulse, the faster dynamical component builds
more amplitude. This is reflected in Eq.~11!, the derivative
of the correlation function. In the limit that anEW field is
applied for a time long compared to all of the dynamics, t
amplitude of each decay component is independent of
appliedEW field. The buildup of the anisotropy is saturate
The amplitude of each decay component depends on
magnitude of the field and molecular polarizability aniso
ropy, but not the decay constants. Following the applicat
of a long optical field, if the field is suddenly turned off, th
resulting decay reflects the correlation function,Cee(t), not
its time derivative. These considerations apply for any fo
of Cee(t), not just the simple biexponential used as an illu
tration.

The induction of the DIHARD signal also occurs on
time scale which is short compared to the structural rel
ation time. However, the mechanism of molecular alignm
is significantly different. In DIHARD, the molecular align
ment is attained through translational–rotational coupli
which does not depend on the intrinsic thermal motions
the molecules. Therefore, the development of orientatio
anisotropy does not depend on the orientational relaxa
times of the system if they are long compared to the dura
of the velocity gradient that induces the molecular alignme
It has been shown that the translational–rotational coup
is virtually temperature independent.37,45 The degree of
alignment does depend on how large the velocity gradien
and how long it is applied. However, the intrinsic relaxati
dynamics of the system do not come into play in determin
the degree to which the relaxation components develop
isotropy. In this sense, it is as if the alignment is saturat
which corresponds to an infinity long pump pulse in t
OKE experiment. Therefore, it is proposed that DIHAR
measures a correlation function,CD

ee(t), instead of its deriva-
tive.

In the HD-OKE experiment, the alignment inducin
force arises through coupling of the appliedEW field to the
polarizibility tensor of the molecules. In DIHARD, mechan
cal force couples to geometric parameters of the molec
shape, producing the molecular alignment. Since in both
periments, the decay of the polarizibility anisotropy is mo

e
e

Hinze, Francis, and Fayer
-tored in an identical manner, in the following it is assumed
that the two correlation functions are approximately equal,
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Cee(t)'CD
ee(t). Thus, DIHARD measures basically th

same correlation function as dynamic light scattering~DLS!.
In DLS, fluctuating forces produce anisotropic deviatio
from an isotropic liquid. The anisotropy is detected throu
the coupling of the molecular anisotropic polarizability
light. In DIHARD, an applied force~velocity gradient! pro-
duces anisotropy, which is detected through the coupling
the molecular anisotropic polarizability to light.

In Fig. 8 the resulting relaxation decays,f(t), are plot-
ted for the different temperatures. Since the HD-OKE m
sures the time derivative of the correlation function a
DIHARD measures the correlation function directly, the da
were made consistent by integrating the HD-OKE data, i

f~ t !5H a1E
0

t ]

]t8
Cee~ t8!dt8, t,33 ns

a2CD
ee~ t !, t>300 ns

, ~12!

where a1 and a2 denote constants which were adjusted
combine and normalize the data sets. The dashed line
cates the transition from OKE to DIHARD signal. Two o
the data sets are composed of both HD-OKE and DIHA
data. The data were taken at the same time; therefore, the
no temperature difference for the two measurements.
combine the sets, the HD-OKE data were integrated and
amplitude factors were adjusted to account for difference
the signal strengths and the integration. The two types
data combine flawlessly. The fact that the data sets can
combined in this manner supports the idea thatCee(t)
'CD

ee(t).
To compare our results with previously reported data

salol, we followed the prevalent approach, which is to fit t
data to a stretched exponential function,

f~ t !5ae2~ t/t!b
. ~13!

a is an amplitude factor.b is the ‘‘stretching’’ parameter. All
of the data sets in Fig. 8 fit exceedingly well to a stretch
exponential. One of the sets is shown with the correspond
fit as dots on top of the data. If an actual fit line is p

FIG. 8. The relaxation decaysf(t) @Eqs.~12! and ~13!# composed of HD-
OKE and DIHARD data are plotted for nine temperatures: 240.7, 24
250.4, 253.3, 261.4, 266.2, 271.0, 280.6, and 290.1 K. The dashed
indicates the transition from HD-OKE to the DIHARD signal. Two of th
curves are combined HD-OKE and DIHARD data. In the data analysis~Fig.
9!, the curves are fit to a stretched exponential@Eq. ~13!#. The points plotted
on the 250.4 K curve show the quality of the fit to the data.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
through the data, the data are totally obscured. It is commo
to integrate the normalized data to obtain a measure of th
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decay which is independent of the functional form of t
decay curve. For a stretched exponential, the integraj
5tb21G(b21), whereG is the standard gamma function.j
andb are plotted in Fig. 9 together with data from dynam
light scattering,46 dielectric relaxation,47 specific heat
spectroscopy,47 and thermal grating technique.41 We find that
the combined HD-OKE and DIHARD data agree reasona
well with the published data on the time scalej and the
stretching parameterb. In the frequency domain measure
ments, e.g., dielectric relaxation and specific heat spect
copy, the data were fit to the Fourier transform of a stretch
exponential. In some cases, the shape of the data is n
good accord with the Fourier transformed stretched expon
tial. In the dielectric relaxation measurements,b was ex-
tracted using a procedure that assumes that the data ar
Fourier transform of a stretched exponential. Therefore so
deviations from the different experiments are expected.

However, significant deviations are seen in compar
the present OKE/DIHARD data to the thermal gratin
results,41 although the grating experiment26,41,48,49 bears
some relationship to DIHARD. In thermal grating expe
ments, two short laser pulses are crossed within a samp
produce a combined acoustic and density grading via opt
absorption.27 The time evolution of the grating is monitore
via a probe beam which diffracts off of the grating. Th
grating signal is generated by any physical effect t
changes the samples index of refraction. The time depen
cies of the longitudinal acoustic waves and thermal diffus
depend on the grating wave vector. The component of
signal that is wave vector independent is assigned to
structural relaxation process48 also referred to as the Moun
tain mode.15,50,51The physical origin for the Mountain mod
is not well understood. It is described as the slow structu
response of a system to local changes in density and t
perature. However, no satisfactory description exists for

52

,
ne

FIG. 9. ~a! The integral of the normalized data,j ~frequently referred to as
the mean correlation time!, and ~b! the stretching parametersb obtained
from the data in Fig. 8 by fitting to a stretched exponential function~see the
text! as a function of temperature. closed circles are the data from th
experiments. For comparison, salol data obtained by dynamic l
scattering—Ref. 46~open triangles!, dielectric relaxation—Ref. 47~open
circles!, specific heat spectroscopy—Ref. 47~crosses!, and thermal grating
technique—Ref. 41~asterisks!, are also plotted.

2717Translational–rotational coupling in supercooled liquids
n
e
structural relaxation.

In analysis of the thermal grating experiments, two con-
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siderations might alter the values of theb parameters ex-
tracted from the data. Decomposition of the thermal grat
experiments used a stretched exponential fitting function
give the Mountain mode parameters.41 Since the therma
grating experiment uses a short driving pulse, the invest
tors state that the experiment measures the impulse resp
function. If this is the case, the data should be fit to
derivative of a stretched exponential, rather than a stretc
exponential if the thermal grating data are to be compare
a consistent manner with other data taken on the same
tem. Fitting the data to the derivative of a stretched expon
tial could result in a significant change in the stretching
rametersb. In addition, no consideration of orientation
effects was included in the data analysis. It is well est
lished that the grating configuration employed will produc
transient grating optical Kerr effect~TG-OKE! signal which
can be disguised by the acoustic and thermal gratings.53 The
TG-OKE signal comes from the contribution of orientation
anisotropy to the grating’s peak-null difference in the ind
of refraction. This technique has been used extensively
study orientational relaxation in pure liquids.54–56 In addi-
tion, the thermal grating should produce molecular alignm
in a manner analogous to the DIHARD experiment descri
here, since the density gradient remains on the time sca
the relevant portion of the data. Such molecular alignme
will contribute to the signal just as OKE alignment gives ri
to the TG-OKE signal.

In the experiment discussed in this paper, both chan
in density and birefringence are recorded. The thermal c
tributions as well as the acoustic waves are common feat
in the DIHARD and the thermal grating experiments. B
cause DIHARD detects the induced birefringence, the na
of the motions being examined by the measurement is w
defined.

As mentioned above, in a transient grating experim
translational rotational coupling can occur in a manner tha
similar to that described for the DIHARD experiment. Bir
fringence induced as in DIHARD has not been considere
the literature in connection with grating experiments,
though it might contribute to the overall signal in TG-OK
experiments as well as in thermal grating experiments. W
the appropriate set of polarizations, it should be possible
separate the different contributions to the grating signal.
therefore propose a new experiment, in which both mole
lar reorientation and structural relaxation can be measure
the same experiment. This is interesting, especially in
context of supercooled liquids, since the origin of the str
tural relaxation is not well understood.18 It should be pos-
sible to independently determine the orientational relaxa
time and the density~structural! relaxation time in a sample
under identical experimental conditions.

As in the DIHARD setup described in this work, th
proper selection of the polarizations for pump and pro
beams is essential in the proposed grating experiments.
grating experiment, the four polarizations of the two pum
pulses, the probe pulse, and the signal can be independ
set. This polarizations~pump, pump, probe, signal! are

57 57

2718 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 6, 8 August 1999
(f1 /f2 /f3 /f4). It has been shown that polarization se-
lection permits separation of contribution of different physi-
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cal processes to the signal if they are characterized by
ferent symmetries of the nonlinear susceptibility tensorx (3).

Assuming that only nuclear OKE~orientational!,
DIHARD, and density effects~e.g., Mountain mode! contrib-
ute to the overall signal in a grating experiment, the gene
approach is to find polarizations(0°/a/g/b) which elimi-
nate two of the three contributions. Since the symmetries
nuclear OKEx (3) and isotropic local density changex (3) are
known,57 the pure DIHARD-like signal can be obtained b
choosingb5g190° and sin(2g)52tan(a). Assuming that
the elements of the DIHARDx (3) arex1111

(3) 522x1122
(3) as for

the nuclear OKE butx1212
(3) 50 ~this excitation combination

will not produce a DIHARD-like grating signal!, the maxi-
mum DIHARD signal is obtained at(0°/45°/245°/45°).
Then the pure signal arising from isotropic density chan
can be isolated by choosing(0°/0°/54.7°/54.7°). Thus, the
polarization selectivity afforded in a grating experime
should make it possible to determine if orientational rela
ation and structural relaxation occur with the same or diff
ent time dependencies.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, DIHARD, a new time domain techniqu
for studying molecular rotational dynamics in viscous li
uids, was described and used to study the pure liquid sa
DIHARD is useful for the observation of slow orientation
relaxation. Pulsed laser excitation OKE experiments are p
for generating significant amplitude in the very slow comp
nents of orientational relaxation. The DIHARD signal is d
tected in a manner which is identical to an HD-OKE expe
ment. The signal in both experiments depends on induc
an orientational anisotropy and observing the orientatio
anisotropy through the molecular anisotropic polarizabili
However, in the DIHARD experiment, the anisotropy is i
duced mechanically. The mechanism depends on very w
absorption by the sample, as in a thermal lensing experim
The absorption leads to molecular displacements, a
through translational–rotational coupling, orientation
alignment. However, unlike a pulsed OKE experime
which measures the impulse response~the time derivative of
the dielectric correlation function!, it was argued that
DIHARD measures directly the correlation function.

Detailed calculations for a simple relaxation model we
presented which show the spatial and time dependence o
generating mechanism and the signal. Experiments on su
cooled salol demonstrate the nature of the new method
enhance the signal, an eightfold phase/polarization/amplit
cycle, analogous to phase cycles in NMR, which permits
DIHARD signal to be separated from optical Kerr effect co
tributions and thermal lensing effects, was introduced. T
experiments combined HD-OKE measurements w
DIHARD measurements to examine orientational relaxat
over a wide range of times and temperatures. It was dem
strated that HD-OKE and DIHARD data can be smooth
merged to form an extended data set. The temperat
dependent dynamics measured with the combined HD-O

Hinze, Francis, and Fayer
DIHARD experiments are in good agreement with reported
measurements made with other methods.
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In the experiments presented above, very weak overt
absorption by the bulk liquid of 1.06mm light was used to
produce the local heating responsible for the DIHARD s
nal. Another possibility is to electronically excite a very lo
concentration solute, such as malachite green, which un
goes rapid radiationless relaxation. If the solute is in su
ciently low concentration, the signal will come from the bu
liquid, which will not be perturbed by the low concentratio
solute. It should also be possible to use two photon electro
absorption, if it is followed by rapid radiationless relaxatio
to produce the necessary local heating. It may be possib
align large molecules, such as DNA, which are difficult
align with the OKE. Small solvent molecules will rela
much faster than the macromolecules, so that the slow
namics of the large molecules may be observable.

We have made measurements in a number of diffe
liquids over a wide range of temperatures. Unlike HD-OK
experiments, we observed that the strength of the signal
almost temperature independent. It was possible to obs
strong signals just above the glass transition. By making
excitation spot small, it should be possible to improve
time resolution to,10 ns. The longest time scale is r
stricted by thermal diffusion out of the initial heat spo
However, if the excitation spot size is increased, the rise t
of the signal increases linearly with the spot size, but
time scale for thermal diffusion increases as the square o
spot size. Therefore, exceedingly slow orientational rel
ation can be measured in the time domain using a large
citation spot size.
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